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"From CEOs to shareholders, from financiers to factory workers, we all have a stake in each other’s success, because the more Americans prosper, the more America prospers."

**PRESIDENT-ELECT OBAMA**

---

**CHRIS LESTER**

**COMMENTARY**

Ten years from today, consider this a friendly reminder. Presidents don’t control economies. They react to them.

That’s well worth remembering over the next couple of months as ink is spilled and pixels are pushed pondering the legacy of outgoing President Bush and assessing the prospects for President-elect Obama.

There is little doubt history will not be kind to Bush.

Our collective memory of the Bush presidency appears intrinsically linked to the 9/11 terrorist attacks, his subsequent push to invade Iraq and a late-term financial meltdown that appears to be pushing us into the deepest recession in a generation.

Put simply, there’s not much to celebrate from this vantage point. In many ways, we are poorer as a nation than we were eight years ago. And for many, Bush’s departure will come as a relief.

All those difficulties created an opportunity for Obama to sweep to power, bringing with him an almost overwhelming Democratic majority in Congress. But their victory raises the same existential question that faces every dog chasing a car: What are you going to do when you catch it?

---

**WHY DID BUBBLE POP?**

By WILLIAM A. BARNETT

Guest columnist

It is widely believed that the bubble economy was accommodated by years of excessively expansionary monetary policy.

Since all bubbles eventually burst, it is thereby argued that the current problems were unavoidable. Whether or not that view is correct, it is interesting to ask what broke the bubble, even if it eventually would have burst anyway.

Inspection of Federal Reserve data provides relevant information and some encouraging news.

By conventional measures, the Fed has been easing its monetary policy stance by reducing its target value for the federal funds interest rate from 4.25 percent at the beginning of the year to its current level of 1 percent. Has the Fed thereby been engaging in actions that are stimulative? Low interest rates do not an expansionary monetary policy make.

It is helpful to illustrate the problem with a different central bank activity: sterilized exchange rate intervention.

When the Fed decides to intervene in foreign exchange markets, its foreign desk swaps dollar-denominated assets for assets denominated in a foreign currency. Left unchecked at this point, the reserves of the U.S. banking system (and the U.S. money supply) would change, as would the market value of the federal funds interest rate.

To sterilize the foreign exchange transaction, the domestic desk of the Fed subsequently either buys or sells U.S. Treasuries in a magnitude sufficient to offset the impact of the foreign desk’s activity and thereby keeps the U.S. money supply, the federal funds rate and the reserves of the U.S. banking system unchanged.

On net, two things are accomplished by these offsetting actions that are not controlled by these offsetting actions that are.
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Supply and demand

During the 1990s, a recession was stopped in its tracks when taxes were increased on the wealthy and redistributed to the middle class. This was done to the horror and screams of the far right, which complained about “the largest tax increase in history.”

Sound familiar? Back then, deficits were eliminated and a budget surplus was generated, creating over 20 million new American new jobs — the longest period of prosperity in generations.

How could this be if businesses and the wealthy had their taxes increased? The successful principle was that when money is in the hands of the largest part of the population — consumers — they deplete inventories and consequently jobs have to be added to replenish inventories.

More jobs create a chain reaction of more consumer spending, which again depletes inventories resulting in the need for even more employees.

It’s logic. It’s called the law of supply and demand.
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**BIZ TALK**

**Sprint Nextel:** Subscriber ranks continue to shrink.

**Auto plants:** GM’s and Ford’s problem hit Fairfax and Claycomo.

**Capital One:** Home loan operation closing in Overland Park.

**Wall Street:** Despite wobbles, Oct. 10 intraday low still holds.
LESTER: Quandary faces Obama and Democrats

In the long-term, we also can take comfort in historic evidence that suggests the stock market and economy tend to do better during Democratic administrations than Republican ones.

According to the Stock Trader’s Almanac, here’s how the Standard & Poor’s 500 has performed following the 14 presidential elections between 1952 and 2004. (We’re looking at the Oct. 31-Oct. 31 period for simplicity’s sake.)

It’s a split decision on whether stocks rose or fell following those presidential elections — a seven-to-seven tie. Following the election of nine Republicans, though, the market rose just three times and fell six times. Stock market performance ranged from a 25.9 percent decline following the election of George W. Bush in 2000 to a 22 percent increase following the election of his father, George HW. Bush, in 1988.

After the election of five Democrats, the market rose four times and fell just once. Performance ranged from a 10.3 percent decline following the election of Jimmy Carter in 1976 to a 29.7 percent increase following the re-election of Bill Clinton in 1996.

Here’s a little more trivia from other sources:

I Ned Davis Research reckons that since 1901 the S&P 500 has increased an average of 7.2 percent under Democratic presidents and 3.2 percent under Republicans.

I Bespoke Investment Group, meanwhile, offers the factoid that the S&P 500 increased an average of 14.7 percent during seven periods in which Democrats had control of both houses of Congress and the White House.

You’ll find absolutely no claims for causation here. Past performance does not guarantee future results. But it does offer a bit of hope during a dark period as we transition from the Bush administration to the Obama administration.

To reach Chris Lester, call 816-234-4424 or send e-mail to c Lester@kcstar.com.
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transactions: creating the symbolic gesture of “doing something” about the dollar’s value and exposing the U.S. taxpayer to potential losses, if subsequent changes in the exchange rate cause losses in the market value of the foreign assets now on the Fed’s books.

Similarly, much Federal Reserve activity this year, including its role in bailouts, has had little effect on bank reserves, while exposing the taxpayers to substandard asset risk.

Notably, the total amount of reserves in the U.S. banking system — the raw material from which loans and spending are created — is lower in mid-2008 than in August of 2003.

But changes in the funds rate are usually interpreted in the media as the product of Fed policy actions. According to that view, if the funds rate declines, it must be the result of an expansionary policy action.

Missing from this analysis is the other side of the reserves market: those who demand reserves have some ability to affect the price — i.e., the federal funds rate — at which reserves trade. Those demanders are banks that see the demand for reserves rise and fall along with the demand for loans.

When the demand for loans falls, the demand for reserves by banks declines. Hence, the federal funds rate can decline, because of declines in the demands for loans and reserves, without the Fed taking any policy action.

While a decline in the funds rate is usually interpreted as “evidence” of an easy policy stance, the real signal in the market may be that the economy is weakening.

As David Laidler at the University of Western Ontario has pointed out, this appears to be what happened in Japan during the 1990s. The Bank of Japan thought its monetary policy was “easy” because interest rates were low. The Japanese economy did not begin its recovery, after a decade of stagnation, until the quantity of money began to expand.

The Great Depression and the recent history of Japan's long stagnation reveal that low interest rates are ambiguous indicators of the relative ease of monetary policy. The missing ingredient is the flow of bank reserves, the ultimate source of credit from which all other lending ultimately grows. For better or worse, intentional or unintentional, herein may lie the pin that pricked the recent bubble.

But there now is good news. Recently, there has just been an enormous surge of reserves injected into the banking system through the Fed’s lender-of-last-resort function at its discount window, through new credit facilities and through the long-overdue initiation of the Fed’s payment of interest on reserves — an important new reform that provides an incentive for banks to increase their holdings of reserves.

Although uncertainty in financial markets remains high, the recent dramatic injection of reserves by the Fed is encouraging. There is light at the end of the tunnel.

William A. Barnett is the Oswald distinguished professor of macroeconomics at the University of Kansas and co-author with Nobel laureate Paul Samuelson of “Inside the Economist’s Mind.”

WESTFALL KNOWS... WORK TRUCKS.

WESTFALL KNOWS... WORK TRUCKS.

BUSINESS OWNERS

Are you aware of the extraordinary benefits you can gain from the 2008 Economic Stimulus Act? If not, now is the time to talk to your tax professional!

Now until the end of the year, the stimulus act increases the limits of your 179 deduction for eligible new truck and van purchases for your business, as long as they are placed in service by December 31, 2008. Use this to your advantage and rely on the experts at Westfall to get you on the road!

2008 GMC Sierra
Reg Cab 2WD
Work Truck, Auto, A/C, Stereo & More!
Stk #154844
$13,595*

2008 GMC Sierra
Crew Cab 4WD
V8, Pwr Locks & Win, Tbr Pkg & More!
Stk #15347
$25,483*

*Prices shown after all applicable rebates. Photos for illustration purposes only. Offer expires 1/5/09. See dealer for details. Consult with your tax professional to learn your exact benefits of the 2008 Economic Stimulus Act.
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